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ABSTRACT

In this work, a developed e-learning system for the final project of engineering undergraduate students is evaluated as a miniature of engineering education in one of the Indonesian universities (i.e., Universitas Gadjah Mada). Several challenges faced during the system realization have been accommodated by involving the use of both learning materials and experiences. For its problem-solving approach, Fink’s taxonomy has been combined in a system with semantic technology, based on the ontology method. Therefore, the results of ontology design can then be integrated to the learning management system (LMS) of Moodle, which allows semantic resource queries. By means of the e-learning experimental results with six components of Fink’s taxonomy as the measurement aspects, it is obviously shown that the e-learning system has significantly influenced the application, learning how to learn, integration, and foundational knowledge aspects. Moreover, it provides a strong indication that the realized system can assist engineering undergraduate students to reduce the required duration of their final projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, final project course has been found as a reflection of the end product for the engineering education in universities (i.e., engineering faculties) because of its special characteristics [1]. Final project course used as a tool to study a certain subject in more depth, practice skills and knowledge on the faced research problems, and prepare for the graduation. Therefore, its value on the education credit system is normally much higher than those of other regular courses. According to [2], final project course is defined as inquiry-based learning process focusing on the question/complex problems, which are solved through a collaborative process of certain-period investigation and learning stimulation.

In today’s learning theory, the purpose of learning is not only to provide its materials, but also to involve its significant experience [3]. This approach known as Fink’s taxonomy or significant learning taxonomy. From various e-learning products that have produced, specifically designed application for engineering education still lacks because of its challenging realization processes (i.e., logical thinking development, self-management, and independent learning) [4]. Therefore, to solve these issues, it is necessary to establish learning objectives that consider both learning materials and experiences.

In engineering education field, four typical learning characteristics are required to build an effective learning process, which are as follows:

1) Learning trigger (i.e., ill-defined and under defined),
2) Learning or a process activity (i.e., a decision-making process, iterative, problem-solving, project-based learning, and engineering design),

3) Basic knowledge (i.e., mathematics, basic, and engineering sciences),

4) Outcome (design and result of application basic knowledge to change a resource optimally based on the purpose, technical specification, creativity and a product artifact, public knowledge, new technology, and transformation of people).

Therefore, realizing e-learning support in engineering education field by keeping all those characteristic requirements is very challenging. The largest challenge is the mindset formation in problem-solving, which plays a key role to produce the already set outcomes. In this condition, method to create the mindsets is engineering design [5].

The existing e-learning products only provide the content of learning materials that have not been able to overcome their challenges and characteristics [6]. Consequently, in this case of engineering education field, the semantic technology has been selected as problem-solving approach because it can precede information and knowledge simultaneously. Hence, it has the same understanding as human beings. Furthermore, it enables the creation of a more powerful engine for searching and making conclusions. Referring to learning design based on significant learning taxonomy and engineering design will raise a question on how e-learning architecture based on semantic web can support significant learning experiences in engineering education field. In this case, the final project course is considered as the engineering education miniature. Thus, at last, e-learning platform, named SHINTA, has been implemented in our institution (i.e., Gadjah Mada University) as a supporting system for engineering education of undergraduate students.

3. METHOD

3.1 E-LEARNING SHINTA

For this research, we used e-Learning domain ontology for engineering activities which integrated to Moodle platform. We named the integration result as SHINTA. SHINTA has been created by integrating Fink’s Taxonomy, engineering design, and web semantic to assist undergraduate students performing their final project courses. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the main page of the developed e-learning system.

![Figure 1: Developed E-Learning System of SHINTA Showing Six Subsequent Phases Created Based on The Engineering Design Concept](image)

In this SHINTA system, six phases have been defined by considering the engineering design concept. Moreover, as the users for this system are mainly Indonesian students, the used language is Bahasa Indonesia (i.e., Indonesian) [9]. The headings of the websites used to monitor the status activations of theses six subsequent phases. For
each phase, the supervisor may provide feedback and comments on the tasks that have been presented by the students. Their explanations described as follows:

1) Framing.
2) Conceptual design.
3) Preliminary design.
4) Detailed design.
5) Analysis/Implementation.
6) Communication result.

Another beneficial feature of SHINTA e-learning system is its provided timeline for the student final projects. To keep the time in a tight schedule, the students need to plan and define the duration of each phase of their final project at the beginning of their researches (Figure 2). The students can monitor the deadline of each phase from their timeline. Thus, they will be more discipline in doing their final project.

3.2 Evaluation of The Implementation

After programming and building the system, a human-system interaction research had been conducted to test the developed e-learning platform in terms of its function and effect. The participants of this research were eight engineering students from Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Gadjah Mada University in Indonesia, who took the final project course within a certain period (i.e., one year). Those students divided into two groups (i.e., the control and experimental groups). The first and second groups consisted of four students in each group, who were performing their final projects without and with SHINTA e-learning system, respectively. In this case, the same supervisor has been set to provide feedback of their reports.

The process steps grouped into eight sessions to finish the student final project. Correspondingly, the classified two groups have to follow the different steps, which described as syllabi shown in Table 1. It can be obviously seen from the fifth session that the experimental group needs to fill student self-assessment, whereas, the control group is not necessary to perform that task. There are six aspects used to assess the performances of both control and experimental groups (i.e., application, human dimension, caring, learning how to learn, integration and foundational knowledge). Before and after final project (i.e., namely pre and post), the students had filled student self-assessment with same asked questions. Therefore, the difference values could be clearly seen in each aspect. Moreover, to investigate the speed of the activity, an additional aspect of the period of the final project also measured, which was calculated from the beginning of the final project proposal to the end of the research report.

Table 1: The Differences Between Control and Experimental Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>- Filling student self-assessment</td>
<td>- Filling student self-assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Discussing proposal research</td>
<td>- Discussing proposal research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Discussing with lecturer (face to face) about problem, objective, output, and problem limitation of research</td>
<td>- Filling 1st phase (framing): defining problem, objective, output, and problem limitation of research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Feedback from supervisor and online discussion</td>
<td>- Feedback from supervisor and online discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>- Discussing with lecturer (face to face) about theory analysis, question of research, and requirement analysis</td>
<td>- Filling 2nd phase (conceptual design): theory analysis, question of research, and requirement analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>- Discussing with lecturer (face to face) about preliminary design based on their research.</td>
<td>- Filling 3rd phase (preliminary design): each student designing this phase based on their research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Feedback from supervisor and online discussion</td>
<td>- Feedback from supervisor and online discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>- Discussing with</td>
<td>- Filling 4th phase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fourth

– Continuing to write the document of the final project (include all things discussed with their supervisor).

– Filling student self-assessment

– Continuing to write the document of the final project

Fifth

– Continuing to write the document of the final project (include all things discussed with their supervisor).

– Filling student self-assessment

– Continuing to write the document of the final project

Sixth

– Discussing with lecturer (face to face) about research analysis

– Filling 5th phase (research analysis): each student designing this phase based on their research

– Feedback from supervisor and online discussion

Seventh

– Result communication and presentation

– Documenting hard files of the final project

– Filling 6th phase: result communication and presentation

– Feedback from supervisor and online discussion

– Documenting the final project

Last

– Filling student self-assessment

– Filling student self-assessment

4. RESULT

From the analyzed results concerning mean and standard deviation for both groups, their values can then be collected in Table 2(a). The six components of Fink’s taxonomy used as the main monitored aspects. Overall, the mean values of the experimental group were greater than those of the control group. However, for the investigated period of the final project, the mean of the group experiencing SHINTA e-learning system was slightly lower than that of the control group (Table 2(b)).

Nevertheless, to assure their validities, each measured value needed to be compared to distinguish the significant difference between those two groups. Therefore, in this case, T-test with confidence level of 0.05 was employed to test their significances. The critical value for alpha of 0.05 is ±2.353. The values located outside the critical area boundary are considered to be significant. All analyzed aspects and their T-values listed in Table 3.

Moreover, the explanations of each assessed category described as follows:

1. For the aspect of application, the calculated T-value is -3.048, which is outside the critical level boundary (significant). Thus, it can be concluded that the method on the experimental group gives significant effect and improvement...
in the application aspect (proven from the significantly different values of two groups).

- Meanwhile, in human dimension aspect investigation, the T-value between two groups is -1.461. As this value is inside the critical level boundary (insignificant), the method used on the experimental group has not offered significant improvement in human dimension aspect.

- Similar to the human dimension aspect, the T-value of the caring aspect is also inside the critical level boundary (0.640). Thus, the experimental group is not significantly affected by the used method for caring aspect.

- However, for the aspect of learning how to learn, its T-value is -4.700 which is in the outside critical level boundary. Thus, it can be concluded that the value between control and experimental groups is significantly different. In other word, there is a significant improvement because of the method implemented on the experimental group.

- Next, for the integration category, there is a significant difference between the control group and experimental group. It is proven from its T-value, which located outside the critical level boundary (-5.447). Moreover, the significance (2-tailed) value of 0.012 is found from its characteristic, which is less than the significance level (< 0.05). Thus, the confidence level of this aspect can reach up to 98.8%, which is very high.

- The significant effect, which is occurring in application, learning how to learn, and integration aspects are also experienced by the foundational knowledge aspect. Owing its T-value of -2.709, which is outside the critical level boundary, this aspect has significant improvement because of the method used in the experimental group.

- For the last investigated aspect (period of the final project), it has been measured that the T-value is 2.946 (outside critical level boundary). Therefore, this aspect values are significantly different for two groups. From the obtained data, the required periods of final projects for students in the experimental group are shorter than those in the control group (the students with SHINTA e-learning system can finish the final project in more effective way). Furthermore, this aspect can also be viewed from its efficiency, which can be calculated by the difference of the obtained mean values. In this case, the efficiency for the final project period 32.2 %.

5. DISCUSSION

The original finding of this research is six phases on the e-Learning SHINTA. The first phase is framing, where the students should define their research problem, purposes, output, advantage, limitation, and timeline. The second phase is the conceptual design, where the students can explore the theory analysis, raised research questions and requirement analysis. The third phase is the preliminary design, where the students may create the design outline based on their researches. The fourth phase is the detailed design, where the students can put the detailed information on the previously designed outlines and be ready to do their research implementation. The fifth phase is research analysis, where the students have to analyze their experimental research results based on their research. The sixth phase is result communication, where the students can present their research analysis to supervisor and subsequently receive the feedback.

From the evaluations of the experimental results done by investigating their mean, standard deviation, and t-values for all aspects, it has been found that there are significant differences between control and experimental group on four aspects (i.e., application, learning how to learn, integration, foundational knowledge, and period of final project). Meanwhile, the aspects of human dimension and caring do not give significant influences to the experimental group.

These different phenomena can be attributed to several factors. In case of human dimension aspect, this study is investigating on how students interact with themselves and others. Therefore, the developed shinta e-learning system cannot affect directly on the student manners. As a result, it is reasonable when the final result of human dimension aspect in the experimental group (shinta users) is the same as that of in the control group (non-shinta users). Similar to human dimension aspect, the introduction of new e-learning system has not influenced the caring aspect. As a personal behavior, the students will have more energy and power to learn subjects when they care for them. However, the change of this human behavior type cannot be forced by the shinta e-learning system.

Differentiating from those two unaffected factors (i.e., human dimension and caring aspects), the other four aspects of Fink’s taxonomy have been significantly influenced by the introduced e-learning system. For application aspect, the students can make other learning processes become useful for
they purposes. Meanwhile, in learning how to learn aspect, they may design their future learning in a more efficient way. Furthermore, as viewed from the integration and foundational knowledge aspects, the students can integrate some necessary information and choose the foundational knowledge needed in their learning processes, respectively. As a result, regardless of some required improvements of the e-learning system (e.g., compatibility with other university systems and international language for foreign students), the currently developed shinta platform can be considered as one of the effective tools to further support and enhance engineering education in the university level, especially in Indonesia.

6. CONCLUSION

An engineering education based e-learning platform of SHINTA has been developed and evaluated by integrating Fink’s Taxonomy, engineering design, and web semantic for assisting engineering undergraduate students to finish their final project courses. Its implemented methods have successfully improved the student performances on four aspects (i.e., application, learning how to learn, integration, and foundational knowledge). Moreover, this developed system proved can shorten the required time from average 172 days to 112 days for the students to accomplish their final project mission. After several feasible improvements of the system development, this platform has potential to be further utilized not only for engineering Indonesian students, but also other foreign students with different major fields of study.
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